Adhesion Agreement

1. Mr/Ms ___________________________________________________________ (‘the Licensee’) hereby agrees to abide by the terms and conditions, which may be amended by UNU-WIDER from time to time, for the use of the country model ECUAMOD for non-commercial research. ECUAMOD forms together with, ETMOD, GHAMOD, MicroZAMOD, MOZMOD, TAZMOD, UGAMOD, VNMOD¹ a family of models (‘SOUTHMOD’). This Agreement shall refer to the SOUTHMOD country model for Ecuador (ECUAMOD) only.

2. The Licensee shall acknowledge the use of SOUTHMOD and of the specific SOUTHMOD country model in any publications and other outputs (such as conference presentations), mentioning the EUROMOD software version number and the version number of the country model that the Licensee is using, as indicated in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Annex 1.

3. The Licensee shall inform the SOUTHMOD team about the use of the specific SOUTHMOD country model and shall keep the SOUTHMOD team informed about all related publications.

4. The Licensee must not provide SOUTHMOD or any individual country model to any third parties. Potential users should contact the SOUTHMOD team at UNU-WIDER directly.

5. Access to the use of SOUTHMOD is granted on an ‘individual and institutional’ basis. If the Licensee changes his/her current employer, institution or organization, this Agreement shall expire automatically. If the Licensee uses SOUTHMOD models under a new employer, institution or organization, the Licensee shall inform UNU-WIDER accordingly and shall communicate to UNU-WIDER the new research purposes related to the use of the SOUTHMOD models. In this case UNU-WIDER will consider issuing a new Agreement.

6. Any research papers using SOUTHMOD models shall be submitted to UNU-WIDER for consideration of publication in the WIDER Working Paper series.

7. UNU-WIDER reserves the right to share information regarding the name, affiliation and research purposes of the Licensee with the data provider as well as with its institutional funders.

8. The Licensee shall familiarize him/herself with, and abide by, the conditions of access of the input microdata that the Licensee makes use of (including if specified sharing an electronic copy of research using the model with the data provider) and shall acknowledge use of these data in any publication.

9. The results and their interpretation presented in the resulting publication shall be solely author’s/s’ responsibility.

10. All rights not expressly granted to the Licensee by UNU-WIDER in this Agreement shall be hereby reserved.

¹ For information on access to the microsimulation models for South Africa (SAMOD) and Namibia (NAMOD), please contact Southern African Social Policy Research Insights (SASPRI) at info@saspri.org.
11. The Licensee shall indemnify and keep indemnified UNU-WIDER at all times against all or any costs, claims, damages, or expenses incurred by UNU-WIDER, or for which UNU-WIDER may become liable, with respect to the use of the SOUTHMOD by the Licensee.

12. Any dispute between the Parties concerning the interpretation or application of this Agreement, which cannot be settled amicably, shall be submitted, at the request of either Party to the dispute, to arbitration in accordance with the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Arbitration Rules then obtaining. The Parties agree to be bound by the arbitration award rendered under this Section as the final adjudication of the dispute.

13. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to be a waiver, expressed or implied, of the privileges and immunities of the United Nations, including the United Nations University, which is an autonomous organ of the General Assembly thereof or of UNU-WIDER which is an integral part of the University.
1. Citation


2. Acknowledgement of the model
The results presented here are based on ECUAMOD v1.5. ECUAMOD is developed, maintained and managed by UNU-WIDER in collaboration with the EUROMOD team at ISER (University of Essex), SASPRI (Southern African Social Policy Research Insights) and local partners in selected developing countries (Ethiopia, Ghana, Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Ecuador, and Viet Nam) in the scope of the SOUTHMOD project. The local partner for ECUAMOD is Instituto de Altos Estudios (IAEN). We are indebted to the many people who have contributed to the development of SOUTHMOD and ECUAMOD. The results and their interpretation presented in this publication are solely the author’s/s’ responsibility.

3. Abbreviations
- **ECUAMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Ecuador
- **ETMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Ethiopia
- **EUROMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for the European Union
- **GHAMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Ghana
- **MicroZAMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Zambia
- **MOZMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Mozambique
- **SOUTHMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation models for selected developing countries
- **TAZMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Tanzania
- **UGAMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Uganda
- **VNMOD**: Tax-benefit microsimulation model for Viet Nam
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